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Case Study 

Joan is a 65-year-old lady who has been volunteering with Libertus for the past 3 years.  After spending most of her 

working life as a nurse Joan looked forward to spending her retirement travelling the world with her husband. Joan 

and her husband decided to retire early, only weeks into their retirement sadly Joan’s husband passed away. Due 

to the death of her husband Joan was unable to resume normal activities and had intense feelings of loneliness. 

Joan felt that she could not go on without her husband in her life. She was unable to leave her home and did not 

socialise with anyone for over 2years and barley left the house.  Becoming increasingly depressed Joan had many 

visits to her GP.  With the support of her daughter and working with her GP it was suggested that Joan should try 

volunteering. 

Through word of mouth Joan’s daughter heard of the volunteering project within Libertus. Joan and her daughter 

came along to Libertus together to look at volunteering opportunities. 

Studies have shown that depression is a prominent condition amongst older people; it has a significant impact on 

the well-being and quality of a person’s life.  Many studies have demonstrated that the prevalence of depressive 

symptoms increases with age.  With the loss of her husband Joan was showing many of the signs of depression and 

spoke of feeling low, a lack of confidence and motivation. 

When Joan and her daughter came into Libertus we were looking for volunteer care assistants.  With her 

background in nursing Joan felt that she would be suitable and that this is what she wanted to do. Unfortunately, 

on her first day of volunteering she expressed she no longer had the will or the confidence to support other people. 

She was reluctant to interact with others and showed little confidence. Working together we looked at what Joan 

wanted and what her aims and goals were. Over weeks of mentoring and shadowing we paired Joan with a 

member who had similar background and was quiet shy and reserved. Joan thrived working one to one with our 

member and this helped with her confidence. Joan would assist our member in her general comfort and would 

read the newspaper and keep her up to date on what was happening in the outside world. This in turn gave our 

member more confidence who then decided she would like to join our dominoes group. Joan befriended our 

member and supported her at the group.  

Joan now runs the Domino group on a Thursday and supports the group with everything from general comfort to 

attending to their daily needs. There is a difference in her appearance, her confidence and her self-esteem. She 

attends meetings with the volunteers and has become friends with some of the volunteers who have coffee 

afternoons and shopping trips.  Luisa has lost weight and expressed she feels healthier and fitter. She also 

expressed how much she looks forward to her volunteering and stated that she gets a great deal of satisfaction and 

a sense of worth and feeling useful.  

“My nurse told me about Libertus aged 70 I decided to come along and try 

it I will be 80 in march , it is nice to be here. Its pleasant company all the 

volunteers are cuddly people, I like the variety of things we can do. The 

volunteers play pool and dominoes with us and sometimes we do quizzes 

and Art. I did not draw until I joined Libertus and I now draw pictures for 

my family and friends, I am a good artist.” 

-James, member 65+ 
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Case Study 

Mary is an elderly lady in sheltered accommodation with early stage 

dementia. She was referred by her Occupational Therapist who was 

concerned that Mary was showing signs of depression; becoming 

withdrawn, sleeping a lot and generally presenting as being in a very low 

mood. Mary was matched with Hayley in February 2016 who began 

visiting on a weekly basis. In the first visit Mary told Hayley several times 

that she felt “done” and ready to die. Hayley encouraged Mary to talk 

about things that she had previously enjoyed doing. Over the course of 

several visits she found out that Mary had worked at the Royal College of 

Music in London and they had a shared passion for singing. Mary had also 

enjoyed speaking at Burns Suppers and was very fond of Robert Burns. 

Hayley was able to use this information to good effect: 

“I had decided to bring along a Robert Burns songbook that I have, since I 
know that Betty enjoyed reciting Burns poetry in her younger days and 
was a performer at suppers and events. We went through some of the 
songs, singing them together.  Betty needed only minimal prompting and 
happily sang or recited a good ten songs, from John Anderson my Jo to Ae 
Fond kiss! I was enthralled to hear Betty recite, word for word from 
memory, the entire Address to a Haggis, in a beautiful rich and thrilling 
voice. I told her how much I had enjoyed singing with her and hearing her 
recite, and told her I wasn't at all surprised that she had been a sought-
after performer! I told Betty that I will bring the songbook again next 
week, which she seemed happy about.” 
 
Hayley has now been visiting Mary for over 6 months and has seen a 
marked improvement in her mood. She is generally more upbeat and 
enjoys Hayley’s visits: 
 
“Mary told me that she enjoys my visits and is glad that I am coming to see 
her” 
 
By regularly visiting Mary, Hayley was able to reduce Mary’s social 
isolation and improve her quality of life by engaging her in an activity that 
she enjoyed. This provided some much needed mental stimulation and 
improved Mary’s self-confidence and self-esteem. Mary would often 
correct Hayley’s pronunciation of Scottish words and explained their 
meaning to her. This sort of tailored support was not part of Mary’s formal 
care plan; her carers were only there to provide practical help with food 
preparation and personal care; so Dementia Befriending was able to 
enhance and complement the formal support that Mary was offered. 
Mary’s son lives in the far North of Scotland and he was thrilled to know 
that his mother had this sort of support as he was not able to visit as often 
as he would have liked.   

Example of befrienders identifying 

emerging difficulties 

Jane has been visiting Emily for nearly 
1 year. Emily rarely leaves the house 
and relies on family and friends for 
social interaction. She sees few people 
and has carers who come in each day 
to help with personal care and food 
preparation. Emily really looks forward 
to Jane’s visits and they sit and chat 
for 1-2 hours. Emily’s short term 
memory is very poor and these visits 
can be challenging for the volunteer as 
Emily is very repetitive in her 
questions and topic of conversation. 
However, despite this, Jane and Emily 
have built up a very good relationship. 
In the last 3 months, Emily’s dementia 
has increased and she has become 
increasingly forgetful; this has led to 
several concerning incidents that we 
were able to report back to her family:  

a.  On two occasions Emily has 
been unable to locate her front 
door keys; this has meant that 
she was effectively locked into 
the house and unable to grant 
anyone access 

b. Emily left a teapot on the gas 
hob that boiled dry 

c. A new carer arrived late one 
morning when the volunteer 
was present; it was a lone male 
carer who Emily had never met 
before; he didn’t introduce 
himself to Emily, was not 
wearing an ID badge and did not 
address her by name. Emily was 
clearly alarmed and clutching 
the volunteer’s arm asked her 
not to leave her alone with him.  
Jane informed the volunteer co-
ordinator of this incident, who in 
turn alerted Emily’s care 
provider. 
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After completing the Bethany training Linda and I were 
introduced to T in her home by Joni (Passing the Baton staff 
member).  Joni had given us some background information 
about T before the meeting.  Having Joni there was really 
helpful as she had met T previously and stayed during tea and 
our initial chat.   

From that occasion we exchanged phone numbers and made 
another date to pick her up and go to a nearby hotel for 
tea/coffee and chat.  We have continued meeting for 1 – 2 
hours every month as work commitments have prevented 
more frequent visits. 

As well as repeat visits to the local hotel we have enjoyed a 
lovely sunny walk in Princes Street gardens one afternoon.  We 
have also been to a Christian Aid musical concert in a church, 
and with our church group we went to Portobello on another 
occasion for ice creams. 

Bethany has put on a couple of events, one of which we have 
been able to attend – a quiz night in a church hall with 
refreshments. Unfortunately, our small team of 3 found the 
questions challenging and we came last! -  But it was good to 
have something organised and a bit different to take T to. 

I would say that on our befriending journey it has got easier as 
we have continued meeting with T.  We sometimes ask her 
what she would like to do and on our last meeting she invited 
us to her home to have tea and yummy cakes and look at 
photo albums.  That gave us an insight into her family and 
background.  She has also shared things on some of the 
journeys we have made with her in the car. 

It is invaluable befriending with Linda as conversation flows 
more easily and I feel supported and more relaxed which I 
think helps T relax too.  On the two occasions we have 
joined with our small church group for an activity T has not 
seemed to interact and I think prefers when there are just 
the 3 of us. 

T has not hesitated when we have phoned her to meet with us 
and I hope she has benefited from our times together.  She is a 
lovely lady and we have enjoyed meeting her. -Jean, Befriender 

Changes in reponses to- "Do 
you feel lonely"- before and 

after participating?

Positive
Change

No
Change

Negative
Change

Bethany Men’s Choir and residents signing at 
one of the Christmas coffee mornings 

I have been befriending J since April this year. J is 94 and 
has mild dementia. She lives alone in a first floor flat and 
has a very attentive family who live nearby. 

J had been referred to Passing the Baton by her daughter.  J 
used to have a very active social life, and she and her 
husband used to have a wide variety of friends, many of 
whom were a lot younger than them. However, since J's 
husband died and J developed dementia, J's social circle 
has shrunk considerably with her main social contact being 
her family. 

When I was first met J, she was quite adamant that she 
didn't feel lonely, and didn't feel that she need a befriender. 
However, she was prepared to give it a go!  J and I do a 
variety of things together, for example, visiting the 
Botanics. J seems to really come alive when she's outside 
and loves admiring the flowers. We have also been to 
watch her daughter performing in a choir and to an art 
exhibition. 

I have learnt that, when you first meet J she appears very 
well put together and capable. For example, she says that 
she is able to go out of the flat herself to go shopping. 
However, I realise that she actually doesn't leave the flat on 
her own. She struggles with the stairs following a fall last 
year and feels very wobbly on her feet. 

J has lived in her flat for over 20 years and is well supported 
by her family practically.  Therefore, I try to focus on doing 
things with J that she will enjoy.  J is very social, and I love 
seeing her light up when we are out and about, and she 
always says how much she has enjoyed the trips.                
 -Diane, Befriender 

““The coffee morning is 
absolutely marvellous 

and gives me somebody 
else to talk too” 

- Service user 

 
“I am starting to smile 

again” 
- - David, service user 

 

“The Bethany training events gave me the 
confidence to listen to challenging situations 

and be able to respond.  The training provided 
me with the appropriate tools to speak with 
people I would not otherwise have met, and 

skills with how best to interact” 
- - Volunteer 

 

“I feel happier and 

look forward to 

seeing my 

befrienders” 

- George, 

service user 
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Case Study 
I found out about the Time Bank when I was at the Older Men’s group, another group organised by Pilmeny 
Development Project. I didn’t have any problems with the application process, finding it quick and simple. However, 
to be honest I haven’t read the handbook, but it’s on my “to do” list. The first exchange I had, was with a really nice 
chap, who helped me fixed my television. He recognised the problem, needed a new tube and provided a spare part, 
which he had and fixed it. This potentially could have cost £60 - £70, thus saving me from buying a new television.  
It’s funny as he was 40 years my junior but I felt we got on really well. He also showed me how to use my new 
television package – teaching me how to record my favourite programmes, as usually I would be asleep. Then, in 
return, I was his private wine consultant for an hour, helping him to buy Christmas presents for his family. I was 
utilizing my 40 years of experience – the raison d’etre of the Time Bank, the Time Bank’s philosophy.  

I have also helped promote the Time Bank at a local event. I enjoyed giving back to the Time Bank and engaging with 
the public, again using past experiences and skills. It was also really pleasant to talk to a potential member who has 
the same interest in Blues as I do. I have been to many of the group sessions organised by the Time Bank. Some of 
my favourite include the Spanish Classes organised by both the lovely Olga and Raquel, including our tapas night and 
Spanish movie nights. My favourite was going to the Newhaven night, full of folk music and storytelling. I also enjoyed 
seeing the choir at Usher Hall, as music is my interest.  

“As I realise I am Leith Bleader, it’s great to have intelligent conversation and feel I have made many friends in the 
Time Bank, including the lovely Time Broker. “ 

With regards to any other events, I have had a brainwave, I was thinking we could have an informal music night, 
where we invite potential members, including the other groups organised by Pilmeny to promote the Time Bank but 
in a subtle way. People can play instruments, sing and members can speak about their exchanges and the events 
organised by the Time Bank.  

“The Time Bank has allowed me to revise my past skills and given me the possibility to learn new ones. And has 
provided social interaction, where I am amongst friends in groups which are inclusive and has no age barriers.  Just 
because you’re old, doesn’t mean you have to stop enjoying life”.  

26 24 27 32

27 27 25 20

3 5 4 4
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“Since Leith Time Bank’s inception I have seen it grow into something which I can 
promote in Leith and McDonald Road Libraries.  When customers ask about 

volunteering opportunities it’s great to be able to point them in the direction of 
something very local. It’s an easy concept to explain as well.  We run beginners IT 

classes in the library for older customers and we suggest that if they join Leith Time 
Bank, they might get an hour of one to one tuition in return teaching someone how 

to knit, for example” 
-Sandra Wright, Leith Library 

“This showed me that 
timebanking has far 

wider effects than just 
the immediate 

exchange, it is like a 
stone being dropped in 

a pool of water and 
the effect rippling 

outward.”   
-Time Bank 

member 
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Better able to cope at home More positive time to yourself More postive time with the
person you care for

Positive changes to the lives of carers
Survey of 25 carers

Case study  

Jack was referred to us through Community Connectors after his wife died. He was feeling 
lonely with no one to talk to. We visit Jack every week either chumming him for a drink in 
the local pub or bringing him to our reminiscence centre. In a recent letter of support his 
daughter-in-law wrote: 

 “Jack has found true friendships with people from the LMA with whom he can share his 
greatest memories. Furthermore, after losing his wife five years ago, he has recently lost 
his only son and has found comfort in expressing his grief with his friends from the LMA 
which he often finds difficult to do with his son’s family for fear of burdening them. There 
are so many very old people out there, with wonderful stories to tell but no-one to tell 
them to. The LMA has bridged this gap and can allow people like my father-in-law to pass 
their experience and knowledge onto the younger generation while giving them their 
deserved recognition and respect. The support he LMA has given to Jack has been 
invaluable and is making a real difference to his social life and to his well-being”. 

“I feel you are my 

friends now. I haven’t 

really got anyone to 

talk to anymore. I 

hope you don’t mind 

me coming in so 

much!” 
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Case Study- Benefits of the Welcome Pack 
 

Phonelink recently received a referral for an elderly, isolated couple. This referral was made by their OT who 
was very keen to have them receive daily Medication Prompt calls, if they did not engage with us they would 
be required to have a care at home service visit 4 x daily to prompt medication. 
  
Mr James has solely been caring for his wife for a number of years and was very reluctant to accept any help 
or support from any health professional. Mr James’s own health has now started to deteriorate and his 
forgetfulness was resulting in Mrs James’s routine and medications being somewhat difficult to manage.  
We received a referral for the couple and upon making the initial call to them to explain the service and 
introduce ourselves, a barrier went up for him. He wasn’t keen to accept this service as he felt he had let 
down his wife in being unable to prompt her meds every day. The first few days of calls were brief. He was 
reluctant to engage with our call handlers and ended the calls abruptly.  
 
He then received our Welcome Pack, which explained to him exactly who we are, what we are here to offer 
and support them with. He signed the service agreement and we received it the next day! During our client 
update meeting with our team, it was explained that Mr James was unclear of who we were until he received 
this pack and is now very happy to chat away with the team every day. He had initially thought the OT had 
referred them to receive Social Work involvement which was against his wishes. 

Case Study- Simple assistance 
 

Jessica calls Annie for her daily call, she is feeling great and has remembered her 

medication today. Whilst engaging in chat about her day, Annie mentions her cooker 

is playing up and it’s worrying her as her grandson is coming for his dinner in a few 

days and doesn’t want to cancel as she likes the company. Jessica asks if she would 

like her to get some details for her to get it fixed. Annie lives in a council property so 

Jessica provides Annie with the Clerk of Works number to call. Annie states she is able 

to call this herself. 

Case Study- Emergency Situation 
 

Judith phoned Sarah for her evening chat two weeks ago, there was no answer which 

was unusual for Sarah as she rarely goes out especially in the evening, a second call was 

made 10 minutes later, in line with procedures Sarah’s contact (Son) was called to let 

them know we were unable to reach Sarah, her son went to check his mum and found 

her lying on the living room floor, she had fallen which had resulted in Sarah fracturing 

her hip.  This call and follow up prevented any further distress/injury that would have 

been caused by Sarah lying injured overnight. 
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Case Study 
Dot is an 80 year old women who was diagnosed with hypertension, 
osteoporosis and experiences constant pain in her knees. As a result of this she 
is on heavy pain relief, which can make her foggy.  She lives alone and has had 
many non-injurious falls, however the latest gave her quite a fight as she 
thought she may have broken a rib - it was only bruised.  The medical care she 
received included a GP visit, physiotherapy and occuDotional services to deliver 
rehabilitation within her home over a number of weeks. At the end of the 
physiotherapy course, she was referred to Steady Steps.  
 

‘’My Dr put me in touch with a physiotherapist because I was having more falls. 
The last one was a bit more serious and it made me slow down quite a bit. He 
suggested that I go see a physiotherapist to help me with my balance. I thought I 
would give anything a go to stop having falls. And I now come to Steady Steps’’.   
 

How has Steady Steps helped you? 
‘’It’s given me confidence and it’s helped my balance. I can now walk faster and 
feel more secure in my abilities. I feel very safe and actually find it quite relaxing. 
Because of the age group everyone is of a similar ability so I don’t think anybody 
is frightened because you’re not doing it as well as a younger person might. You 
don’t panic if you don’t get it straight away; you just rectify it once you’ve 
noticed. So I think it’s the company of doing the exercises, and the age group is 
really very good.”   
 

“I’m not the best person to come into company and group situations; I tend not 
to talk much. But here I feel very relaxed because you know when you are sitting 
down next to someone, you feel like you can chat because you are both here for 
the same reason’’.  
 

‘’ Without Steady Steps I know I would have got worse. I haven’t had any falls 
since starting! Having to leave my home because I can’t manage it is a real fear 
for me, I don’t want to leave my home so I am going to continue to work on my 
exercises’’ 
 

This case study highlights that Steady Steps can; 

 Give participants confidence and reduce falls, so individuals can remain 
independent in their own home.  

 Increase confidence; enabling participants to connect with others thereby 
reducing social isolation and loneliness. 

 Give individuals a sense of achievement and a reason and motivation to 
continue exercising.  

"I have become more confident as I am able to 
do the exercises, and nothing is really beyond 
me. You felt very safe as the instructor came 

and helped you at first when you were feeling a 
bit wobbly. This gave me a lot of confidence to 
keep trying the more challenging exercises. I 

think that's really the whole point of it apart for 
helping your balance, is to give you confidence 

to do what you are doing.'' 
- Participant Interview, July 2016 

‘’ I attended a couple of sessions to 

see how it works and was really 

impressed with how the instructor 

graded the activity for different levels, 

encouraged and gave people the 

confidence that they could do it. I 

have no hesitation in referring my 

patients to this service.’’ 

- Referrer 

‘’It’s been quite frustrating 

for Pete as he can’t get out 

and about like he used to. I 

feel bad about going and I 

always feel I’ve got to get 

back as soon as possible. 

But coming to Steady Steps 

we see other people and 

mix with people who’ve 

got similar problems. So 

it’s a nice social thing we 

can do together.’’ 

- Carer (wife) 

Interview, May 

2016 

‘’These open discussions 
have brought forth a 

‘taboo’ topic in a sensitive 
manner and as a results 
participants have really 
embraced sharing their 

experiences and tips with 
each other’’ 

- Class exercise 
instructor, June 

2016 

‘’Getting out of my chair is now easy, I know I 

have strength in my legs to push myself up.’’ 

- Focus Group, June 2016 
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  Nancy is a lady in her early sixties. She suffered from anxiety and depression, she has a heart condition that causes arrhythmia 
or which she has had an ablation procedure.  She has poorly controlled type 2 diabetes and anaemia.  She suffers from lower 
back pain, thoracic pain and arthritis in both hips & knees.  Nancy attended the ten week Lifestyle management course although 
she admits that she didn’t want to come on the course but her husband was keen for her to attend.  Her hopes from coming to 
the course were to feel better in herself, to do more about the house.  

She said she felt more confident, was doing more about the house and was much more assertive with people.  She was feeling 
more useful again.  From eating 3 meals a day now she had more energy and she had lost weight going from a size 20 to a size 
14, and she was still losing weight. Her GP says she is no longer anaemic because she is eating regular meals and her diabetic 
control is better.  Nancy said that she is managing stress much better now and takes herself away from stressful situations to 
calm down before she goes back to sort things out.  In the past she would just burst into tears.  She is able to do more around 
the house now and her husband even asks for her help on occasions.  She puts this change down to the fact that she has 
communicated her needs to him clearly so that he understood that being overprotective was making her worse, and she shared 
with him what she had learned about pacing. He was reassured once he saw her stopping regularly for breaks, taking things 
slowly and not forcing herself to complete jobs. She feels they listen to each other more and he understands her needs better. 
Nancy herself says she feels happier and more relaxed these days, and able to talk to her husband instead of bottling things up.  
The two of them now go out for evening walks down the prom in Portobello or Musselburgh 2 – 3 evenings in the week. She 
enjoys these times and feels it is easier to talk things through while they are out walking. 

Nancy found that listening to other people in the group made her question what she did and to think about trying to find a new 
way of doing things. Some of the reactions she heard from others in the group she thought were ‘petty and trivial’ and she 
thought ‘I don’t want to be like that’. Then she started to recognise that she did it too! It helped her put things into perspective.  
She said she was never able to acknowledge she was like that till she heard the others talking. For the future, Nancy hopes to 
continue the way she is going, continue to lose weight.  She feels everything is ‘Sailing along quite nicely’. She knows now that 
she CAN take control of her life and work things out for herself without getting in a state. She realises it is better to 
communicate than to bottle things up.   

Alice came to the Weight management service maintenance group that is held at the Thistle and from this was referred through 

to the gym.  After meeting with one of the team she decided that support through a gym based exercise group would help her. 

 

The first time I came to the gym I joined a group of people, most of whom had a medical reason for being there. In the past at 

gyms, before my disability, I had always felt like the odd man out but not at Thistle. Everyone was happy & talking to each other 

and working through the exercises. I thought ‘I can do this. This is a good place for me to be’. When I first came, my balance was 

really bad because of the condition I have. My feet and legs and my hands and my wrists are numb, I had no balance at all & I 

was falling all the time, at home and elsewhere. I walk with the use of crutches.  I started to lose a little weight even though I 

was only coming one day a week.  When I started I couldn’t ride the bike or use the rowing machine, now I do those regularly.  

They’ve both helped me built my strength and my core muscles, so I can do a bit more. I still need crutches, and at times my 

wheelchair, but I can walk a little longer without wobbling. I don’t feel so afraid to go out because I know my chances of fa lling 

are a lot less.  I had become a recluse, I was so afraid to go out. I’ve fallen in town, on so many main roads.  Falling always makes 

me feel really embarrassed, now I am able to go out without that fear of falling every time I go out. I still have a bit of fear inside 

of me, but I am stronger & I know that I can do it. 

 

I started doing voluntary work in a cat rescue centre, one day per week, which requires a little more walking and standing than I 

was used to. I also do a bit of bending over there, which was another thing I could not do without falling forward. My new found 

balance makes this possible. I take indoor walks in places that have smooth surfaces, like Dobbies Garden Centre & Costco. 

Previously I would have been worried about tripping over & falling on my face and dealing with all the embarrassment that goes 

with falling. I’ve also had to deal with people’s assumptions like, “maybe if she lost weight, she wouldn’t need crutches”, which 

I have heard people say. Embarrassing but now I stand prouder and I say “I’m losing weight” because of what has happened 

here. I’m simply no longer as afraid to go out in public. 

 

Seven years ago my neurologist told me that I would be in a wheelchair in 2-5 years. My wheelchair is in my car at all times now. 

I was getting to the point that I was using it a lot more. That was also before I started coming here. I’m still on my feet and that 

is a huge thing and, I think a lot of that is due to coming here.  
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For Cornerstone News -Glyn and the Canongate 

Glyn was brought up in the High Street in Edinburgh and lived in the Canongate near Holyrood Palace. He went to school 

in the Canongate to Milton House Primary from 1940 to 1947. Glyn would often tell stories of the fun he had running 

about the High Street and playing in the grounds of the Holyrood Palace.  

During our last chat I asked Glyn if he would like to go back to visit his old school. His eyes 

light up and so I phoned the headmistress and arranged it. I asked if they had any school 

photos from that time and they said unfortunately not but that I could try the City 

Chambers archive Department. So before our visit to the school we went to the City 

Chambers. They told us they didn’t have any pictures however they would check back at get 

a copy of Glyn’s class register along with any other information they could find. They said 

they would also check his secondary school as that was just up the road from his primary 

school and they might find more information. 

Once we left the City Chambers we walked down to Jac’ks old house before heading down 

to the school. On the way down we went into few closes and Glyn would recollect some of 

the mischievous things him and his pals got up to.  When we got to the school the head 

mistress should us around and then Glyn wandering around the playground checking out 

the Janitors House and all the wee nooks and crannies, it really was a sight to behold and a 

special day neither of us will forget.  

“Hi Billy, just wanted to say thank you so much for all the work you put 
in to make Dad's birthday so special, we both had a great time, and  he 
loved telling his brothers what he got up too. In fact one of his brothers 
is going to try and book a tour for himself. Hope the rest of your week 
goes well, and thank you again “  

- FH’S daughter 

“Hi Billy, Just to say thanks for sending the photos 
of dad, we really appreciate all you do for him and 

I'm sure many others. He can be a bit fussy with 
his food but has always liked fish and chips as you 

well know now! Thanks again, Adele“ 
-  JP’s daughter who lives in Australia 

“Thanks Billy June 
loves her days out 
with you. Thank 
you for everything 
you do for her”  

- JM’s carer 
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Case Study 

L is 62 years old and cares for her foster mum and half sister.  Her foster mum is 95 and 

has dementia.  Her half sister has cerebral palsy and learning difficulties.  L only met 

her half sister 16 years ago.  L left her job of 20 years 4 years ago due to her own failing 

physical and mental health.  She has had various physical health problems.  She also 

suffers from Post Traumatic Stress Disorder.  

L worked for the Action Group for 20 years and knew about transitional housing 

benefit etc  she felt able to organise a long term care package for her sister within 

another residential setting/home but she was concerned about the future and how she 

would be able to cope caring for both her relatives.  L was also trying to find a care 

home for her foster mother, she felt disillusioned by the care her foster mother was 

receiving, and again this was causing her to feel very stressed and overwhelmed. L felt 

she had no direction in her life and that she was too busy running after everyone else 

and not taking care of her own needs.  She wasn’t even sure what her needs were but 

she was feeling increasingly low and unmotivated. 

L participated in Life Coaching sessions; we agreed to meet every two weeks over six 

sessions.  Due to L’s own failing health and circumstances regarding her caring role the 

Life Coaching sessions took much longer than anticipated. L was also offered a place at 

Samye  Ling Monastery retreat in April 2016.  L said this weekend was a real turning 

point in her life.  She enjoyed the stillness and peaceful atmosphere of the retreat but 

also really enjoyed meeting other carers and learning from them.  She said the 

meditation workshops were extremely beneficial.  She made friends with one of the 

other carers; they are now in regular contact with each other.  Both the carers now 

attend meditation classes each week.  L is planning to return to Samye Ling on her 

own, she would also like to return with a group from Care for Carers. 

During Life Coaching L has made great progress towards realising what needs to 

change in her life to make her feel more fulfilled.  She was able to identify her wants 

and needs and put goals and actions in place to realise them.  She said she had never 

had the time/space or guidance to really explore what she wanted to do, what her 

dreams and goals were and the Life Coaching has enabled her to do this.  She feels 

excited about her future and no longer feels that she is “just a carer”. 

0 5 10 15 20

I have had a positive experience

I understand other caring…

I feel recharged and rested

I felt safe, secure and looked after

I have made new friends

I feel less lonely

I feel less stressed

I feel more confident

I feel more motivated

Carers Outcome Indicators Residential Short Breaks 2016

Significantly

Slightly

Not At All

“I will try to put 
into practice what I 

have learnt this 
weekend when I go 
home. Being away 
from your caring 

situation, meeting 
like minded people 
and enjoying their 
company has been 

great. Leaders 
making you 

welcome too. I feel 
my batteries are 
recharged before 

going back to 
everyday routines “ 

“I feel more confident 
about spending more 
time  nurturing self, 

after long time of 
generally neglecting 

self. Would like to 
spend time walking 
by the sea, botanic 

gardens etc as nature 
is healing. Would help 
to slow down instead 
of chasing time and 

trying to do too 
much. Have seen this 

weekend how 
beneficial this really 

is“ 
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“We enjoy mixing with others who have 

similar problems & the entertainment 

afterwards and the volunteers” 

“This is great for me and 

Gwen to get out at this time 

of day as she seems to suffer 

from “sundowning” (a 

symptom often associated 

with dementia) and normally 

she gets quite unsettled from 

4pm onwards but on a supper 

club night it doesn’t affect 

her and she sleeps really well 

afterwards!” 

Film created with 

Evaluation 

Scotland shows 

people enjoying 

themselves and 

positive and 

honest opinions 

from the carers 

about the service: 

https://www.yout

ube.com/watch?v

=YOu3Ac4Ksvk&fe

ature=youtu.be 

 Interviews 

 Footage of 

events 

“I enjoy seeing my 

partner so animated, 

talking and remembering 

past events and he 

actually remembers going 

to the supper club he 

enjoys it so much” 

“It’s relaxing, 

it’s really 

relaxing!” 
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Service user F has recently been 

diagnosed with dementia and she is going 

through bereavement as her husband 

passed away recently diagnosed with 

Alzheimer’s. Therefore the caseworker is 

going through the pictures of her husband 

with her. They are in the process of putting 

an album together and helping her to get in 

touch with her hobbies i.e. painting as it 

helps her to express her emotions. The 

caseworker goes out on walks with her 

and does chair exercises with her. 

Service user B is 70 years old. She lives with 

her son and daughter-in-law. The service user 

has suffered from depression for a number of 

years since her husband passed away. She 

feels isolated and expressed that no one has 

time for her. The service users English is very 

limited and the caseworker speaks with her in 

her native language and encourages her to do 

gentle chair exercises, craft and play some 

games with her. This helps her mental and 

physical mental wellbeing. The service user 

looks forward to her one-to-one session with the 

caseworker so much that she is sitting in her 

exercise chair when the caseworker visits her. 

Service user A is a 68-year-old Pakistani woman. She has 

recently been diagnosed with dementia. The service user 

expressed that she doesn’t always remember where she had put 

things in the house and she is struggling to accept the diagnosis 

of dementia. The casework has been providing emotional 

support to help her accept the transition. The caseworker has 

been giving her information to read in her language on dementia 

so she can understand the effect of dementia on day-to-day life. 

This process has led the caseworker to help the service user to 

make a memory book therefore they are going through a box of 

pictures. They are also writing down her stories from the past and 

the present.     

Service user Q is at early stages of dementia. The caseworker provides support to her in the 

Hakka language. The caseworker helps her draw and she follows the 8 steps to a healthy mind 

exercise which the caseworker learnt from the Hong Kong Alzheimer Association. The service 

user likes to get hand and neck massages.  
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‘How do you feel now, compared with how you were feeling before you 
had the information / support?  (please put a mark on the line below) 

 

 

 

 

 

worse         about          better 

    the same 

 

 

  

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  X  
X 
X  

 
X
X 
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“I’m less anxious knowing that 
help is always readily available“ 

“I feel more could be done by 
social work – due to costs my 

dad only gets one hour per day 
which I feel is not enough“ 

“I can bring food and drink 
from the kitchen to where I 
normally eat, which is quite 
a distance.  I shower a little 
more regularly than before 
because I feel a little more 
confident that when I get 
dizzy I have the stool to sit 

on “ 

“Social work need to address funding long 
term care and prevent the cuts being felt 

by older people making people worry how 
they will cope if the system does not get a 

lot better “ 

“I can continue to enjoy garden 
and familiar surroundings.  

Shopping and outings are easier 
too“ 

“The carers provide mother with 
social stimulation, as well as 
basic care.  Their attendance 

gives me a little more freedom 
and helps mother remain at 

home“ 


